
The Best Design for
Dental Patients Records
The Marshgate dental surgery in Richmond Surrey is a striking example of

how a practice can be refurbished and modernised within an older

tradtional building – in this case formerly a church – thereby creating a

restful and elegant environment for maximum effciency and postive

impact on the patients.

A key aspect of the new interior is 

the replacement of the wooden open

fronted shelving used for the patients

records by the latest DesignLine

drawer cabinet system from the

specialist filing and storage company

Railex Projects Limited. 

This aspect was especially important 

as the records are located at the back 

of the reception area and as well as

being totally convenient for the admin

staff the new cabinets convey an aura 

of security and a modern image to all

visiting patients. Some 8000 sets of

notes are now accommodated within just three lockable Railex DesignLine

cabinets which are especially configured to take the considerable overall

weight of the records by virtue of double (4)  runners for each drawer

and steel internal dividers. This is in addition to the inherent

sturdy and safe construction of the fully welded cabinets

combined with easy comfortable access for the surgery people

who can locate any patient literally at their finger tips. An added

bonus is the extra general storage space at the top of each unit

with double doors which is ideal for the reams of stationery and

office products now tidily tucked away and this area could also

be used if necessary to house extra patients records again kept

clean and in good condition. 

The unique Railex DesignLine range is available in a

comprehensive choice of sizes and tasteful colours.     
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